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Key words
practitioner / genre / 

style 

/ characterisation / 

chorus / dynamic / 

exploration 

/ technique 

/ intensity / tempo / 

purpose / motif 

/ unison / canon / 

movement memory / 

precision / isolation / 

mirroring / phrase / 

gesture / rhythm 

/ speed / direction / 

travelling / theme / 

timing / instrumental 

/ level / direction / 

stillness / elevation / 

facial expressions / 

body language / 

proxemics / staging 

/ stimulus / 

practitioner / vocal 

skill / pitch / pace 

/ pause / volume / 

projection / genre / 

style / atmosphere / 

blocking / 

characterisation / 

chorus / dynamic 

/ dialogue / emphasis

Notes from the Mark Scheme
You are being marked on your ability to - Evaluate the development process and outcome in response to a brief.

To reach the highest grades you need to show - Assured evaluation of individual contribution to ideas, development and outcome. Fluent and balanced evaluation of the group 

development process and outcome, with comprehensive links to the brief. Provides perceptive ideas relating to strengths for further development.

Thinking Questions
• Do I know what the 

teacher wants me to 

do?

• Do I know how to get 

the best marks 

possible?

• How do I find more 

information?

• Have I communicated 

everything I wanted 

to?

• Does everyone know 

what I mean?

• Have I included as 

many key terms in 

my writing as 

possible?

• Can I do more 

research on my own?

• How can I extend my 

work?

Key information about the topic
This half term will be looking at how the write LOGS and EVALUATIONS. Your exam this year 

is based on creating performance work that meets a brief. But 42 of the 60 marks are on the 

written elements of the IDEAS LOG, SKILLS LOG and EVALUATION. We will therefore be 

looking at how to structure these, develop ideas, make good notes for the timed write 

ups, include key terminology and ultimately get the best possible marks in these key areas.

Evidence required
You will need to make 

notes, write logs and an 

evaluations.

What does the examiner like?
IDEAS LOG - The stronger responses had been written after some initial exploration had taken place, but early enough in the 

development process where ideas were fresh in learners minds. Learners could therefore articulate the ideas they had explored and 

justify the selection of ideas, in line with their interpretation of the given brief. In more successful responses, learners gave clear 

descriptions and explanations about how their work/ideas were influenced by relevant practitioners. Where responses cited 

professional practitioners as an influence and then were able to link the practical development to this influence, it showed a greater 

depth of understanding.

SKILLS LOG - Good Skills Logs highlighted techniques and skills used within the performance and how individuals and groups had 

developed these skills within rehearsal, discussing why they were used and how they related to their ideas and to the brief. Better 

responses went into more detail regarding a learner’s own skills and how their own skills impacted upon their performance. Learners 

identified very specific vocal and/or physical skills using technical vocabulary and described how they improved them or applied them 

to the work to further the artistic aims of the piece and communicate issues linked to the brief. They also explained how they 

independently developed their own skills and monitored improvement.

EVALUATION - In better responses, learners gave more detailed insight into the strengths and weaknesses of themselves as individual 

performers but also to the work as a whole. Importantly, they went on to discuss what they would improve in the future and how 

they would change things. Reflection on the success of the response to the brief was a through-line in stronger responses.
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HOMEWORK

TASK 1

Create your own glossary that includes a 

minimum of 50 key terms. These should 

have full definitions and should cover 

drama skills, dance skills, key 

performance terms, evaluative and 

analytical terms and any other key words 

that may be useful during this 

Component. These can be written in 

your books or typed.

EXTRA WORK
If you want extra work to push yourself further -

Recap: Component 3 (the exam) is a 

summary of EVERYTHING that you have 

learnt in Component 1 and Component 2 

coursework and in the skills

lessons in Year 9. So look back at as 

much work as you can to familiarise 

yourself with any forgotten concepts.

Reading: There are lots of books on my 

bookshelf, in the cupboard, and in the 

school library, which can help you, just 

ask what’s available!

TASK 3

Look at all the feedback sheets and comments 

made by your teacher and peers so far. Create 

a ’Self improvement plan’ to improve your 
skills in the 3 areas you think need the most 

work—e.g. using terminology / analysis/ 

practitioner discussion / etc. Set yourself tasks 

to complete at home. These tasks should be 

comprehensive and should help you in 

developing your skills. You will need to show 

your plan to the teacher and then start 

working on your tasks. You will be working on 

these at home for the next 2 weeks.

TASK 2

Make yourself a mindmap / poster which 

explains key design elements such as—
staging types / lights and lighting 

techniques / sound / set / props. Ensure 

that you note how they can be used in 

performance and the effect that they 

give so you can link them to the brief.

TASK 5

The teacher will set another task here 

that is individual to you and your needs 

based on your work this half term.

TASK 4

Look at the notes you will be taking in for the 

computer written element of your practice 

exam. Write a rough draft of these notes. Try 

to include EVERYTHING you may want to talk 

about and think about colour coding to make 

it easier for you in the exam. What will you 

want to say? How will you say it? Is there 

anything that you must remember to do / not 

do? What are your timings?


